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Written by Ray Dickinson 
For the church of Philadelphia on April 7, 2022 

 

Dear brethren, 

n recent posts, we presented a heavenly solution for the grape harvest in the last verses of Chapter 14 

of Revelation. While we understand the wheat harvest as having transpired in the time of comet 

NEOWISE and concluded with the sealing of the 144,000 on May 19, 2021, we used a different, and 

better, principle of interpretation for the grape harvest than we did for the wheat harvest. Therefore, to 

be consistent, we wanted to see if we could understand the wheat harvest using the same principles of 

interpretation as we recognized now. This would give us a consistent method of interpretation. 

To begin with, let’s review what we see in the grape harvest, and then we will go back to the wheat (or 

simply grain) harvest to apply it then. 

1. The angel with a sickle is a constellation (Aries) with the moon (on March 7). 

2. The calling angel is a comet (22P/Kopff). 

3. The comet angel flies near the fruit to inspect it (flying with Venus and Mars, approaching 

Saturn). 

4. The moon (sickle) is thrust in to the location of the fruit (Capricornus, where the grapes are at). 

Now let’s revisit comet NEOWISE in 2020 and see if it meets these improved criteria. 

The harvest passage starts at Verse 14 with the first character with a sickle: 

And I looked, and behold a white cloud, and upon the cloud one sat like unto the Son of 
man, having on his head a golden crown, and in his hand a sharp sickle. (Revelation 14:14) 

This refers clearly to the constellation of Orion, who sits on the “white cloud” of the Orion nebula and 

has on his head a golden crown: Auriga. We understood this symbolism very early on in our journey of 

understanding of the heavenly signs. 
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From Signs and Wonders in Heaven: 

 

However, the highlighting of the golden crown serves another purpose. Orion always has the golden 

crown of Auriga on its head, but to emphasize the relevance of the crown of Auriga at that specific time, 

there was another crown that indicated when to look for the imagery of the prophecy. Around the time 

that comet C/2020 F3 (NEOWISE) came into the press, there was an annular solar eclipse on June 21, 

2020, which also formed a crown over Orion and thus highlighted the role of Auriga. At that time, Comet 

NEOWISE was in Orion, heading up toward the golden crown of Auriga. 

 

https://whitecloudfarm.org/en-us/prophecies-fulfilled/signs-and-wonders-in-heaven
https://whitecloudfarm.org/images/site/fo-rwh-signs+wonders-auriga-crown-en.jpg
https://whitecloudfarm.org/images/site/fo-rwh-neowise-orion-en.jpg
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The next time the moon comes around, it should serve as the sickle of the prophecy, in Orion’s hand. 

Thus, on July 18 when the moon returns, the first point is met, where the one like the Son of man is Orion 

with the moon sickle in his hand on July 18, 2020. NEOWISE is the comet that calls to Orion, but in order 

to follow the pattern established with the grape harvest, we should see it flying near a symbol 

representing the grain harvest. The path of NEOWISE takes it up through Auriga before swinging into the 

uninteresting constellations of the lynx, bear and Berenice’s hair. Where is the desired symbol? 

Recall the sign of the woman, and what she represented. She illustrated God’s church, standing on the 

moon of Judaism, and she had a crown on her head representing the last and most developed Protestant 

church before its apostasy, the Seventh-day Adventist Church. This brings to mind the role of the 

144,000 as first fruits unto God and to the Lamb. These are represented in the crown of Orion which 

NEOWISE visits first! 

Nevertheless, the angel does not immediately cry out to Orion to begin the harvest. We had recognized 

the beginning of the harvest on the Orion clock at the throne lines of September 3-6, 2020. At that time, 

NEOWISE comes back to a significant ecliptic constellation: Virgo—while the sun is activating her crown! 

 
Thus, the whole period during which the comet NEOWISE was visible and prominent in the news was 

a time of inspection of the crown—the 144,000 first fruits represented by the spike of grain in the left 

hand of Virgo (i.e., the star “Spica”). It is at this point that the angel makes the call to Orion to thrust in 

his sickle. 

And another angel came out of the temple, crying with a loud voice to him that sat on 
the cloud, Thrust in thy sickle, and reap: for the time is come for thee to reap; for the 
harvest of the earth is ripe. (Revelation 14:15) 

Now, we apply point 4 and note when the harvest began: 

https://whitecloudfarm.org/images/site/fo-rwh-neowise-virgo-en.jpg
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Just after the feast of Trumpets, the moon reached the harvest point as a young crescent where the 

comet previously stood. 

And he that sat on the cloud thrust in his sickle on the earth; and the earth was reaped. 

(Revelation 14:16) 

As shown, the grain harvest of the first fruits can indeed be seen to follow the same principles that have 

now been uncovered in the grape harvest. This indicates that the method of interpretation is consistent 

for the harvest overall and is thus fully valid! 

We pray this little study has been a blessing to you to see how the biblical interpretation of the heavens 

is very logical and when certain tools are discovered, they may be useful in similar applications. 

Therefore, it is always important to review the things that have been understood, with a fresh 

perspective, based on all that God has revealed. In that way, we may understand God’s voice better, 

and be drawn closer to Him in the process. Never neglect to familiarize and personalize the things that 

God reveals to make them your own! God be with you always. 

https://whitecloudfarm.org/images/site/fo-rwh-time-of-harvest-en.jpg

